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Restaurants like The New
Woodland Hotel came up in
the Madras Presidency, and

can be credited as popularising the
Udupi-style food that continues to
thrive today. Woodland, as it was
popularly called, was set up in 1938
by K. Krishna Rao, a man from a
poor family of priests from near
Mangalore. Its customers then were
primarily brahmins who worked for
the government, or upper-caste
religious travellers who were vege-
tarians. As we can see, for so much
of their history, restaurants in India
were not the inclusive businesses we
see them as today.

Partition changed much of that.
It rent India’s social fabric in more
ways than we can imagine. It
unleashed bloody, religious vio-
lence, but with the old order being
torn apart, space for the new was
created. For the first time, as I
argued in a 2017 article, we got
eateries that catered newly invent-
ed restaurant food to all manners of
people — rich and poor, Hindu and
Muslim. Butter chicken, dal
makhani and naan became the
first restaurant foods to escape the

tag of religious identity.
Refugees from Punjab had

arrived with less than nothing in
Delhi. They brought with them a
hardy spirit of survival and enter-
prise, but also one very important
tool — the tandoor. A clay oven
used to bake bread in villages, the
tandoor made its foray into Delhi
with refugees carrying memories of
the sanjha chulha (the common vil-
lage oven used to bake breads for all
households) into this new harsh city
where they had to fashion life
afresh.

In 1947, an enterprising refugee
from Peshawar, Kundan Lal Gujral,
opened a restaurant called Moti
Mahal in Delhi’s Daryaganj area, in
a building that had suffered badly
during the rioting. Here, he set up
a tandoor, in which the restaurant
baked naan, a bread popular in old
Peshawar eateries, and eventually
chicken. The fowl was not a meat

that Delhi was familiar with or fond
of. ‘Neither Hindus nor Muslims ate
it, and initially there was some resis-
tance to tandoori chicken,’ says
Anil Chandra, one of Moti Mahal’s
early patrons.

As food historian K.T. Achaya
notes in his authoritative Indian
Food: A Historical Companion, the
chicken, as a scavenger, was
thought to be ‘unclean’, and since
the oldest of times, there has been
resistance among brahmins and
other upper-caste Hindus to eating
its meat. Delhi and Uttar Pradesh’s
composite culture meant that these
biases were ingrained in upper-
class Muslim culinary cultures too.

Goat meat was prized and
Mughlai dishes like shabdegh,
silken qormas, gola and dil (heart)
ke kebab, that required much dex-
terity, were made of goat meat with-
in homes by specialist cooks for
weddings and special functions.

Specialist cooks like Hakim in old
Delhi, whom old-timers told me
about for my article for the Wire,
and restaurants like Flora cooked
these and catered to shaukeen,
gastronomically indulgent
Dilliwallahs, both Muslims and
meat-eating Hindus like the
Kayasths. This courtly culture,
however, waned after Partition as
the Muslim elite moved away and
refugees poured in.

The new tandoori chicken was
India’s original fast food. Simply
done and fresh. Moti Mahal also
takes the credit for inventing but-
ter chicken: tandoori chicken pieces
dunked in a tomato, yoghurt and
butter laden sauce, and perhaps
India’s most famous restaurant cre-
ation.

The advent of this new kind of
food served by Punjabi restaura-
teurs was to have a big impact on
restaurant food everywhere in the

country. In Delhi, restaurants such
as Kwality, which had come up
around the time of World War II
and served ice cream and simple
continental eats to American sol-
diers posted in Delhi, gradually
incorporated this new Punjabi
food into their menus. Other sim-
ilar restaurants came up, also run
by migrants, serving bold Punjabi
flavours with tomato and cream,
dishes that had been concocted
within restaurants, and dishes such
as pindi chana (a style of dry
chickpeas popular in Rawalpindi)
that came to Delhi and have been
part of the city’s most famous
street dish since then — chole
bhature.

Excerpted with permission
from Business on a Platter: What
Makes Restaurants Sizzle or Fizzle
Out, Anoothi Vishal, Hachette
India, �550
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Amajor unpardonable pitfall of
India’s pre-islamic era was its
apathy of recording political
chronology in a systematic way.
On top of that, non-stop

destruction of its monuments, architecture,
literature and centre of cultures thereafter
in the hands of Islamic invaders from 12th
century, a major part of Indian history was
once deleted, fragmented, obscured and
finally fictionalised with legend and folklore. 

From 18th century onward, when
European traders started exploring the
country, they were astonished to see sever-
al archaeological ruins prevailing under mas-
sive dilapidation in isolated places, attract-
ing no attention from common people. 

India of that time was a country with
little sense of heritage of its pre-islamic era,
though the country’s civilization dates back
5000 years. This was a matter of great per-
plexity to Europeans who were clearly
excited to find amazing archaeological
relics, one after another, with mind blow-
ing engineering marvel and excellent crafts-
manship. However, none of those seemed
to connect with any ready reference of writ-
ten history.

For instance, in 1616, an Englishman
named Thomas Coryat found an eccentric
monolithic stone pillar at Delhi’s Firoz Shah
Kotla. The pillar had some mystic inscrip-
tion written in an unknown language. The
thrill of this discovery was extended when
on July 30, 1670, inside a pestilential jun-
gle frequented by wild animals in Bihar near
the Nepal border, John Marshal (not to be
confused by famous John Marshal of ASI)
found a similar circular sand stone pillar
with mysterious edicts on its body.The pil-
lar had a beautiful stone lion seated on an
abacus crowned on its top as capital. 

From the local people, John came to
understand that this amazing engineering
marvel was called “Bhim ka lathi” or the
walking stick of Bhima, a character of Hindu
epic Mahabharata. The place, where this pil-
lar was found, was 23 km from Bettiah town.

The place was then known as Mathia and
today is known as Lauriya Nandangarh.
Lauriya in local language means stick.

The two major victories against two
Indian rulers — one in 1757 in Bengal and
another in 1799 in Mysore — cemented the
position on East India Company in politi-
cal theatre of India. They become the ruler
in almost every sense over a vast geography.
This attracted many Europeans to India in
the next 200 years. Many of them were ordi-
nary office bearers and yet they proved to
be extra ordinary researchers with an acute
interest in India’s history. In next 100 years
or so, some of them gave Indian history a
new insight with their exceptional hard work
and outstanding academic brilliance. 

By the end of 18th century, many such
mysterious stone pillars and rock stones with
edict written on them in an unknown lan-
guage were found from Peshawar to Mysore.
European officials working in India, and
having keen interest in oriental history, were
excited to discover a new light of wisdom
in these mystic pillars. Groping in the dark,
many of them speculated these as conquests
of some victorious king, or boundary pil-
lars of dominions, or edicts of religious
nature. The widest speculation was that these
were secret codes of Greek treasures once
owned by Alexander. However, these were
soon discarded with the logic that the pil-
lars were found in places like Delhi,
Allahabad and Bihar, where Greek never
could invade. 

In November of 1780, Charles Wilkins
sent a report to the Asiatic Society of Bengal
about a finding of another mysterious
decapitated pillar with similar alphabets
carved on its surface at Buddal in north
Bihar. This place was 28 km from Bettiah
town, now known as Lauriya Araraj. This
pillar, though not found with a capital, cre-
ated more excitement as its edicts were more
prominent and bold.

In 1783, Thomas Law, collector of Gaya
district drew sketches of both the pillars and
sent a report to William Jones in Calcutta.

The report heading read: “A short Account
of Two Pillars to the North of Patna”. In
March 1814, while marching with 34th
Regiment of East India Company to take
part in Anglo-Nepal war, Lieutenant J
Horris saw Lauriya Araraj pillar and drew
some important sketches. 

Now two stone pillars — one with a lion
capital on top and another broken at top,
found in north Bihar near Nepal border with
mysterious inscriptions on them — started
to rouse curiosity of the antiquarians. Such
inscriptions on similar kind of pillars found
in Delhi and Allahabad were already being
discussed. More people started exploring the
places with an objective to decode the lan-
guage. It was clear that the mystery would
only be unfolded once the edicts were
decoded. 

At the beginning of 19th century,
James Prinsep, a young man came to
Calcutta to join Calcutta mint. Out of sheer
passion, he started serving Asiatic Society
of Bengal as journal editor. The journal was
a class by itself and very popular across the
world. Soon Prinsep built a fantastic network
with people across India who started shar-
ing information and documents with him
on every single archaeological findings.
Prinsep was confident enough to think that
a new chapter of history would be uncov-
ered if the edicts written on the pillar could
be decoded. 

After years of hard work, in 1837,

Prinsep managed to decode the script of the
edict and opened the doors of knowledge
to India’s glorious past that remained hid-
den for so long.

In 1820, Brian Hodgson, a British res-
ident in the royal court of Kathmandu, sent
a copy of the inscription on Lauriya
Nandangarh pillar edict to Calcutta. This
document was reported lost. Prinsep and
Hodgson started frequent correspondence
and soon became good friends, though it is
assumed that they never met. Hodgson
again sent him the copy of the inscription
that he once found in Lauriya Nandangarh
and in October 1834, he sent him an eye
copy of Lauriya Araraj pillar edict.

Now armed with the information per-
taining to all the four edicts, Prinsep man-
aged to decode a name — “Devanamapiya
Piyadasi” — that seemed to appear in all
edicts. Meanwhile, a discovery of an ancient
book by someone in Sri Lanka at almost the
same time revealed that “Devanamapiya
Piyadasi” meant — “The beloved to the God
and his name was Ashoka”. Overnight, India
got a colossal king whose transformation to
a humanist after accepting Buddhism was
known and the name Ashoka became a cult
chapter of history.

Once the language was decoded, it was
easy to understand that these pillars were
not victory monuments, but a new and effec-
tive way of communication. Much to their
astonishment, it was found that these were
a public declaration of a king to come for-
ward in acceptance of Buddhism and his
transformation. 

Discovery of the existence of Ashoka,
the emperor, and his gargantuan contribu-
tion to spread Buddhism across the world
delivered a master stroke. The language
decoded by Prinsep was Prakrit, written in
Bramhi script. This newly found script was
named as Ashoka Bramhi. This was the first
and biggest tangible evidence of Ashoka,
India’s greatest king ever. 

Out of these two pillars, the crown-less
pillar of Lauriya Araraj, erected in 349 BC

is a marvelous piece of art. Known as
“Stambha Dharma”, the pillar is well pol-
ished and 37.9 feet in height. The diameter
of the base is 41.8 inches and weighs near-
ly 34 to 40 tonnes. 

The pillar at Lauriya Nandangarh is
majestic and perhaps the second best spec-
imen of Mauryan architecture with animal
capital after Rampurva’s grounded pillars. 

The pillar at Lauriya Nandangarh is a
single block polished sandstone with an
excellent lion capital built in black stone. The
lion built in a seated position on a circular
abacus of arched bell is covered with lotus
petals. 

The circular abacus of Lauriya
Nandangarh lion is again decorated with
image of geese. The face of the lion is bro-
ken due to vandalism. In design, it is very
similar to that of the lion capital which was
later found in Rampurva in 1876 by Archie
Carllyle, inside the deep forest of Tarai.
Rampurva lion capital is now preserved in
Indian Museum of Calcutta.

The six edicts in a single block found
on the pillar of Lauriya Araraj, revealed
Ashoka the beloved of the God’s declaration
of Buddhist teachings of morality through
kindness shown to all subjects and animals.
It also talks about the restriction of animal
slaughter. However, in both the pillars
found in Bihar, nowhere do the edicts talk
about Ashoka’s conquest of Kalinga and his
repent. This is very interesting to note.

The lion capital found on Ashoka pil-
lar of Lauriya Nandangarh is one of the old-
est samples of Indian stone sculptures, influ-
enced by Persian archaeology, whereas the
discovery of Ashoka Bramhi is the first tan-
gible evidence of Buddhism that finally
cemented the existence of Shakyamani
Buddha as a human being and discarded the
theory of him being a mythological figure
as per many Hindu legends. 

Two kilometres from Nandangarh
Ashoka pillar, another archaeological won-
der was discovered in 1862 by Alexander
Cunningham — a huge mound of 15 stu-

pas made of mud, yellow clay and brick in
three levels in the shape of polygonal with
three flights of stairs. The 26 metre high
structure has a circumference of 460 metres
and the dome is missing. It is imagined that
when intact, this would be one of the biggest
stupa of India built in 300 BC.

Cunningham did very little excavation
and later, Henry Garrick did a great job of
excavating more mounds. In 1905, T Block
did further excavation and found a gold leaf,
a female statue and a small deposit of burnt
human bones with charcoal. These findings
are common with Buddhist stupa where
bone remains of Buddha are said to be
found. However, till now, no solid evidence
has been found that tells us who these
remains belonged to. Many think that this
was a pre-Mauryan structure and may be a
vedic burial ground. Nani Gopal Majumdar
and Amalendu Ghosh, who excavated the
site from 1935 to 1939, are of an opinion that
this stupa is very similar to the Buddhist
stupa found at Piprahakot on UP-Nepal bor-
der. 

Cut to present, it is sad to note that two
hundred years ago, when this site lay
undiscovered inside a dense forest with no
human habitation around, a group of
Europeans risked their lives to uncover the
hidden treasures of India, uncovering a glo-
rious part of our history, our present gen-
eration attaches no value to these findings.

Today, Bettiah is a dusty, over populat-
ed and unplanned town, situated very
close to the Nepal border. The locals hold
no pride in India’s rich history. Marks of van-
dalism are clear on the pillars and unrestrict-
ed entry is palpable. Bettiah now has
Americanised pizza restaurants, which get
over crowded every evening, whereas it’s a
struggle to get the auto drivers to take you,
or for that matter even seek directions, to
Lauriya Nandangarh or Araraj. 

It is sad indeed that we never knew our
heritage back then two centuries ago, and
and today, it seems we still haven’t learnt the
lesson to protect it.
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